SOME DOGS HAVE LEARNED TO COEXIST WITH FURRY CRITTERS SUCH AS CATS, RABBIT, AND OTHER POCKET PETS.
I AM NOT ONE OF THOSE DOGS. WHY?

• Some of us dogs have this uncontrollable urge to chase fast-moving critters, also known as prey drive. Not all of us dogs are successful at catching these animals, but some of us are. It’s fun for us dogs but not for our furry friends.

• Do you know what else looks like a small cat or fuzzy critter? SMALL DOGS! Our desire to chase could just as easily kick in when we see a small dog running. That means taking us to a dog park with small dogs is a BAD IDEA.

• Dogs that cannot go home with small animals cannot help it – this is just the way that we are! If you want to have a little fun with our desire to chase things might I recommend a flirt pole! They can be purchased at most dog stores.

SO REMEMBER, NO CATS OR SMALL CRITTERS FOR US!
THE CATS APPRECIATE IT!